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In this paper a (maximal) generalization of the classical FermatEuler theorem
for finite commutative rings with identity is proved. Maximal means that we show
how to extend the original FermatEuler theorem to all of the elements of such
rings with the best possible choice of exponents. The proofs are based on an idem-
potent technique of Schwarz.
The results are then applied to Dedekind’s rings R satisfying the following finite-
ness condition:
(FN) For every non-zero ideal I/R the residue class ring RI is finite.
Further specialization of proved results to some special cases of Dedekind’s rings R
depends then upon a good detailed knowledge of the structure of the group of units
of the corresponding residue class ring RI. The most known prototypes of such
rings are besides Zn the algebraic number fields. Amongst these the simplest cases
represent the quadratic fields, including one of their oldest representatives, the ring
of the Gaussian integers.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
The history of the Fermat theorem
x p&1#1 (mod p) (x, p)=1, p a prime
is well known. Chapter III of Dickson’s History [Dic1919] contains a
number of interesting details in this direction. As the capacity of a human
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being is limited, it is not surprising that new facts can be found in other
sources. So, for instance, Sierpin ski [Sie1959, p. 177] mentions that
according to Barycz [Bar1954, issue 1, p. 3], this result was discovered by
Broz* ek (15851672), professor of the Cracow Academy.
Euler gave several proofs of Fermat’s theorem. The third of them was
based on the observation [Dic1919, pp. 6061] which also plays an under-
lying role in the subsequent lines: If p is a prime and a is any integer
not divisible by p, at most p&1 of the positive residues <p, obtained by
dividing 1, a, a2, ... by p are distinct. If a+, a&, where +>&, have the same
residue, then a+&&&1 is divisible by p. If * is the least positive integer for
which a*&1 is divisible by p, then Euler showed that * divides p&1, and
consequently a p&1&1 is divisible by p.
Since this proof relies only on the fact that every a<p is coprime to p,
it was capable of further extension and Euler soon gave an important
generalization from the case of a prime p to any integer n:
a.(n)#1 (mod n),
for every a coprime to n.
The next essential generalization was made by Galois [Dic1919, p. 235],
who extended it to algebraic number fields. More or less ingenious
generalizations were proved later, mostly in two directions: to lower the
exponent or to get a congruence holding also for x not coprime to n. To
mention two of the most important of them, Lucas [Dic1919, p. 78]
replaced the order . of the multiplicative group of invertible elements
mod n by the (group) exponent of this group which is given by the
Carmichael function *. To get a congruence holding for all x, Bachmann
[Dic1919, p. 78] multiplies the former congruence by x_ where _ is the
greatest exponent of the prime factors of n.
These generalizations were based on ad hoc ideas, and the idea that the
identity 1 and the group of invertible elements mod n are only a special
case of an idempotent and a (semi)group belonging to an idempotent
totally escaped notice. In 1981 Schwarz [Sch1981] made a detailed
analysis of Fermat’s theorem from this point of view.
The present work is a direct continuation of the ideas of [Sch1981] with
only one difference. In [Sch1981] the author advocates a strictly semi-
group point of view. This means that the proofs of his generalizations of
the classical FermatEuler theorem are based on the idea of exploiting only
the multiplicative structure of the ring ZnZ of residue classes (mod n)
whenever possible. This point of view is self-evident if one attempts to
follow the semigroup theory techniques based on the significant role the
idempotents play in the theory of semigroups. Since the FermatEuler
theorem touches both multiplicative and additive structure of ZnZ we
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abandon this puristic semigroup point of view in the present paper.
Exploiting the whole ring theoretic structure of rings under consideration
we give a ring theoretic analysis of Schwarz’s ideas and so we prove the
corresponding extension of the FermatEuler theorem for finite com-
mutative rings with identity. Then we apply the proved results to
Dedekind’s rings R satisfying the following finiteness condition:
(FN) For every non-zero ideal I/R the residue class ring RI is finite.
Specialization of the proved result to some special cases of Dedekind’s
rings R depends upon a good detailed knowledge of the structure of the
group of units of the corresponding residue class rings RI. This
knowledge is available for the algebraic number fields as well as Zn .
Amongst these the simplest cases represent the quadratic fields, including
one of their oldest representatives, the ring of the Gaussian integers. We
show how our results can be applied to prove corresponding maximal
generalizations of the FermatEuler theorem.
1. MULTIPLICATIVE SEMIGROUPS OF FINITE
COMMUTATIVE RINGS
1.1. Idempotents
Unless the contrary is stated, R always denotes a finite commutative ring
with identity 1=1R and E the set of its idempotents. The set E is nonempty
for 0, 1 # E and it is finite.
Lemma 1.1. The set E endowed with the operations 7, 6, $ defined by
x7 y=xy
x6 y=x+y&xy
x$=1&x,
forms a Boolean algebra.
Moreover, on E it is possible define an (partial) ordering
xy  xy=x.
An idempotent e # E is called
primitive if it is an atom in the lattice (E, 7, 6), i.e., if it is minimal
in the ordered set (E"[0], )
maximal if it is maximal in (E"[1], ).
Two idempotents e, f # E are called orthogonal provided ef=0.
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The following two lemmas list some basic properties of primitive and
maximal idempotents:
Lemma 1.2. Let e1 , ..., en be the all primitive idempotents of R. Then
(i) e1 , ..., en are pairwise orthogonal, i.e.,
ei ej=0 for i{j.
(ii)
e1+ } } } +en=1. (1.1)
(iii) If 0{f # E, then
fei={ei0
if ei f,
otherwise.
(1.2)
(iv) If 0{f # E, then
f= :
n
i=1
fei=ei
ei . (1.3)
The Boolean algebra (2[1, ..., n], &, _, $) is isomorphic with Boolean
algebra (E, 7, 6, $) via the isomorphism
f [ [i # [1, ..., n]; fei=ei].
We use this isomorphism to simplify our notation. If f # E, then define
If =[i # [1, ..., n]; fei=ei ],
I$f =[1, ..., n]"If .
Plainly, I$f =If $ with f $=1&f, and I1=[1, ..., n], I0=<.
If we adopt the usual convention that a sum over an empty set vanishes,
the property (iv) remains true also for the idempotent f=0. We shall
similarly understand by an empty product the element 1.
Lemma 1.3. Let e1 , ..., en be the all primitive idempotents of R. Then
(i) e$1=1&e1 , ..., e$n=1&en are all the maximal idempotents in R,
(ii) for every f # E we have
f = `
i # I $f
e$i= `
i # I $f
(1&ei). (1.4)
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This means that arbitrary idempotent f # E can be uniquely written as
sum of certain primitives or as the product of some maximal idempotents,
respectively.
1.2. Maximal Semigroups and Maximal Groups
In this section we shall study in more detail certain aspects of the semi-
group structure of the multiplicative semigroups (R, } ) of a finite com-
mutative ring R. Namely, we describe its maximal (in the set theoretic
meaning) subsemigroups containing only one idempotent and the maximal
subgroups of (R, } ).
Since R is a finite ring, in each sequence
x, x2, x3, ... x # R (1.5)
some elements must repeat. If k=k(x) # N (N is the set of positive integers)
denotes the least such exponent, for which xk appears at least twice in (1.5)
and d=d(x) is the least exponent with xk=xk+d, then the sequence (1.5)
has the form
x, x2, ..., xk&1, xk, ..., xk+d&1, xk, ... .
Theorem 1.1 (Frobenius). For every x # R the set
[xk, ..., xk+d&1] (1.6)
forms a cyclic group with respect to the multiplication.
The proof follows using a standard argument that the map xl [ il , where
il #l (mod d ) is an isomorphism onto the cyclic additive group
[0, 1, ..., d&1]. This argument also shows that the identity element e=xr
of the group (1.6) is given by the exponent r=r(x) uniquely determined by
the relations
krk+d&1 and d | r.
As a byproduct of this proof we also see that one of generators of the
group (1.6) is the element xr+1, i.e.
[xk, ..., xk+d&1]=[xe, ..., xde=e].
The element e is the unique idempotent of R which belongs to (1.5) what
is usually phrased that the element x belongs to the idempotent e.
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Theorem 1.2. Let e # E. Then the set
PR(e)=[x # R; x belongs to e]
is the largest subsemigroup of (R, } ), which except for e contains no other
idempotent of R.
Proof. If x, y # PR(e), then xt=e=yl for some t, l # N and the com-
mutativity of the multiplication gives that (xy)tl=e. This shows that PR(e)
is closed under multiplication. It can be easily shown that e is the only
idempotent in PR(e).
Let P be a subsemigroup of (R, } ) containing e as the only idempotent,
and let x # P. Then on the one hand, the sequence x, x2, x3, ... contains an
idempotent, say, f=xu for some u # N. Since P contains only one idem-
potent e, f=e. Therefore x belongs to the idempotent e and thus x # PR(e).
Consequently P/PR(e), and the proof is finished. K
The uniquely determined maximal subsemigroup PR(e) of the previous
theorem will be called the maximal (multiplicative) semigroup (of the ring R)
belonging to the idempotent e # E. Note that
R= .
e # E
PR(e).
If e # E is an idempotent in R, then there always exists a subgroup of
(R, } ) containing e as its identity, e.g. the group [e] or the group of
Theorem 1.1 provided x belongs to the idempotent e. The ring R is finite,
therefore there exists a finite system, say [G:]: # A , of the maximal sub-
groups of (R, } ) amongst the all subgroups of R with identity element e.
Since the set
`
: # A
G:={ `: # A x: ; x: # G:=
is again a subgroup of (R, } ) with identity e and containing every sub-
group of [G:]: # A , the system of the all subgroups of (R, } ) with identity
e has the (only) maximal element. We shall call this group GR(e) the
maximal (multiplicative) subgroup of (R, } ) belonging to the idempotent
e # E.
The following structural results can be proved:
Theorem 1.3. If e # E, then
(i) GR(e)=[a # R; a=ae and e=ab for some b # R]
(ii) GR(e)=[a # PR(e); ae=a].
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Proof. The proof of part (i) is obvious. For the proof of (ii) let
G=[a # PR(e); ae=a]. Since every element of GR(e) belongs to the idem-
potent e, GR(e)/G. Conversely, if a # G/PR(e), then there exists t>0
with at=e. If t=1, then a=e # GR(e); if t>1, then a } at&1=e, so
a # GR(e). K
Corollary 1. If e # E, then
GR(e)=PR(e) e; (1.7)
specifically for e=1 we have GR(1)=PR(1).
If e # E, then
eR=[ex; x # R]
is a ring with identity element e. This observation leads to another charac-
terization of the group GR(e):
Theorem 1.4. If e # E, then
(i) GR(e) is the group of units of eR with respect to the ring multi-
plication
(ii)
GR(e)=PeR(e). (1.8)
Proof. (i) The set of the all units of the ring eR forms a group with
identity e. Since the group GR(e) is the maximal group with identity e, the
group of units of the ring eR/R is a subgroup of GR(e). Conversely, if
x # GR(e), then x belongs to the idempotent e and xe=x. The last equality
shows that x # eR and the first fact implies the existence of such t # N that
xt=e. If t=1, then x=e and x clearly is a unit in eR. In the case t>1 we
have e=xt=x } xt&1 and that x is invertible in eR if xt&1 # GR(e). But this
is true because x # GR(e) and GR(e) as a group is closed under the multi-
plication. Thus part (i) is proved.
(ii) Here we have
GR(e)=PR(e) e=[x # R; xt=e for some t>0] e
=[ y # eR; yt=e for some t>0]=PeR(e)
and the proof is finished. K
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The next result will be very useful:
Lemma 1.4. If e, f # E, then
PR(e) f=P fR(ef ). (1.9)
Proof. If x # PR(e) f, then x=yf with y # R and yt=e for some t>0.
Therefore x=yf # fR. Simultaneously we have xt=( yf )t=ytf=ef which
shows that x # P fR(ef ) and proves one inclusion.
Conversely, let x # P fR(ef ) and xt=ef. Consider the element e&ef+
x # R. Then (e&ef+x) f=xf=x, the last equality being a consequence of
the fact that f is the identity of the ring fR. Moreover, (e&ef+x) t=
e&ef+xt=e&ef+ef=e. Consequently x=(e&ef+x) f # PR(e) f and
the equality PR(e) f=P fR(ef ) is proved. K
This lemma has some interesting corollaries. One of them is another
proof of (1.7) which follows from (1.8) and from (1.9) for e=f. The next
one concerns the nil-radical
N(R)=[x # R; xt=0 for some t>0]
which is formed by nilpotent elements of R. In fact, nil-radical is the maxi-
mal semigroup belonging to the idempotent 0, i.e., N(R)=PR(0). This
gives the next corollary of Lemma 1.4.
Corollary 1. If e # E, then
N(eR)=eN(R).
Using Lemma 1.4 and (1.8) we get:
Theorem 1.5. If e, f # E, then
GR(e) f=GR(ef ) (1.10)
and consequently for e=1
GR(1) f=GR( f ). (1.11)
1.3. Structure of PR(e) and GR(e)
Lemma 1.5 (Peirce Decomposition). Let R1 , ..., Rn be ideals of the
ring R. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(a) The ring R is the direct sum of the ideals R1 , ..., Rn , i.e.,
R=R1 } } } Rn .
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(b) Every r # R is uniquely expressible in the form
r=r1+ } } } +rn , where ri # Ri .
(c) There exist pairwise orthogonal idempotents e1 , ..., en in R such that
e1+ } } } +en=1
and Ri=eiR for every i=1, ..., n.
If e1 , ..., en are all the primitive idempotents of R, then the statement (ii)
of Lemma 1.2 shows that (c) of the previous lemma is satisfied and we get
the Peirce decomposition of R
R=e1 R } } } en R. (1.12)
Consequently, every r # R is uniquely expressible in the form r=r1+ } } } +rn
with ri # eiR. Moreover, ri=eir for i=1, ..., n. As noted after corollary of
Theorem 1.3, eR is the ring with identity e. This shows that the map
9e : R  eR, x [ ex
is a surjective ring homomorphism. If 8 is the ring isomorphism of R onto
e1R_ } } } _en R defined by r [ (e1r, ..., enr), then 8(r)=(9e1(r), ..., 9en(r)).
Properties of maps 9e , e # E, will be useful in finding some decompositions
of maximal semigroups PR(e) and maximal groups GR(e), respectively.
Lemma 1.6. If e, f # E, then
(i) The contraction 9e | PR( f ) is a semigroup homomorphism of the
semigroup PR( f ) onto PeR(ef ). Especially, for e=f we get a semigroup
homomorphism of PR(e) onto GR(e) and the elements of GR(e) are invariant
under this homomorphism.
(ii) The contraction 9e | GR( f ) is a group homomorphism of the group
GR( f ) onto GR(ef ); especially, of a group GR(1) onto GR(e).
For the proof of the second half of (i) take into account (1.7) and (ii) of
Theorem 1.3 for the invariantness. In the part (ii) use Theorem 1.4 to see
that GeR(ef )=GR(ef ).
For primitive idempotents we have:
Lemma 1.7. Let e1 , e2 , ..., en be the set of all primitive idempotents of R.
Then for each i=1, 2, ..., n and every idempotent f # E we have
ei PR( f )=Pei R(ei f )={P
ei R(ei)=GR(ei)
PeiR(0)=N(ei R)
if i # If ,
if i # I$f .
(1.13)
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Proof. The first equality follows from Lemma 1.4 and the rest from
(1.2). K
Theorem 1.6. Let e1 , e2 , ..., en be the set of all primitive idempotents of
R and f # E. The contraction of 8 to PR( f ) is a semigroup isomorphism onto
the cartesian product Pe1R(e1 f )_ } } } _PenR(en f ).
Proof. If x # PR( f ), then Lemma 1.6 implies that eix # PeiR(ei f ). Since
8 as a ring isomorphism contracted to PR( f ) is an injective semigroup
homomorphism, it remains to prove that it is onto.
Let xi # Pei R(ei f ) with xi # ei R and xtii =ei f for some ti , i=1, ..., n. It can
be easily seen that xi xj=0 for i{j. Let x=x1+ } } } +xn . Then
xt1 } } } tn=xt1 } } } tn1 + } } } +x
t1 } } } tn
n
=e1 f+ } } } +en f=(e1+ } } } +en) f.
Thus x # PR( f ) and moreover 8(x)=(x1 , ..., xn), i.e. the mapping
8: PR( f )  Pe1R(e1 f )_ } } } _PenR(en f )
is a surjective semigroup isomorphism, as claimed. K
It follows from the previous proof that every x # PR( f ) can be uniquely
written as the sum x=x1+ } } } +xn with xi # Pei R(ei f ) for i=1, ..., n, i.e.,
that
PR( f )=Pe1R(e1 f ) } } } PenR(en f ).
Using Lemma 1.7 it is possible to simplify the summands as follows:
Theorem 1.7. If f # E, then
PR( f )=
i # If
GR(ei) 
i # I $f
N(eiR)
=fGR(1) (1&f ) N(R)=GR( f )N((1&f ) R). (1.14)
For f=1 we get the decomposition of GR(1) from the theorem
PR(1)=GR(1)=GR(e1) } } } GR(en). (1.15)
This decomposition can be also proved using the group isomorphism
8: GR(1)  GR(e1) } } } GR(en).
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The next special case f=0 of Theorem 1.7 yields the direct decomposition
of the nil-radical of R
PR(0)=N(R)=N(e1R) } } } N(enR). (1.16)
Relations (1.7) and (1.14) or (1.11) with (1.15) imply the following direct
decomposition of the group GR( f ):
Theorem 1.8. If f # R, then
GR( f )=
i # If
GR(ei). (1.17)
1.4. Generalizations of FermatEuler Theorem
In Section 1.2 we have established the existence of the least positive
numbers k=k(x), d=d(x), and r=r(x) possessing the properties
(i) if xl+h=xl, then lk and d | h,
(ii) xr is an idempotent of R
for every x # R. In other words:
Theorem 1.9 (Individual FermatEuler Theorem). If x # R, then
xk(x)+d(x)=xk(x)
and the numbers k(x) and d(x) are the least positive numbers with this
property.
Theorem 1.10. If x # R, then xr(x) is an idempotent of R and the number
r(x) is the least positive number with this property.
Given e # E, define
ke=max[k(x); x # PR(e)],
de=l.c.m.[d(x); x # PR(e)]
and
kR=max[k(x); x # R],
dR=l.c.m.[d(x); x # R].
This leads to the following theorems:
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Theorem 1.11 (Local FermatEuler theorem). If e # E, then for every
x # PR(e) we have
xke+de=xke.
Moreover, the numbers ke , de are the least positive integers such that this
equality holds for each x # PR(e).
Theorem 1.12 (Global FermatEuler theorem). For every x # R we
have
xkR+dR=xkR
and the numbers kR , dR are the least positive integers such that this equality
holds for each x # R.
Note that Theorems 1.9, 1.11, and 1.12 correspond to the Lucas
Bachmann generalization of the original FermatEuler theorem on three
subsemigroup levels of (R, } ):
 the least subsemigroup generated by x,
 the maximal subsemigroup belonging to an idempotent of R, and
 the whole multiplicative semigroup of R.
Theorem 1.13. (i) If e # E, then for every x # PR(e) we have
xre=e,
where re is uniquely determined by the relations kereke+de&1 and
de | re . The number re is the least positive integer such that this is true for
each x # PR(e).
(ii) The element xrR is an idempotent of the ring R for every x # R,
where rR is uniquely determined by the relations kRrRkR+dR&1 and
dR | rR . The number rR is the least positive integer such that this is true for
each x # R.
Connections of theorems of the same type as Theorems 1.13, 1.10 with
the FermatEuler theorem wereto our knowledgeinvestigated for the
first time in [Sch1981].
The rest of the paper is devoted to finding more explicit expressions of
the parameters ke , de , re and kR , dR , rR in terms of some invariants of e
and R, respectively. For this we shall need the next structural result:
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Theorem 1.14. Let e1 , ..., en # E be the primitive idempotents of R. Then
for every i=1, ..., n we have
ei R=GR(ei) _ N(eiR) (1.18)
and this union is disjoint.
Proof. Take an x # eiR. Then there exists y # R with x=ei y. Since
R=e # E PR(e), the element y belongs to some idempotent, say f, i.e.,
yt=f for some t>0. Two cases are possible:
1. If i # If , then ei f=ei and consequently
xt=(ei y)t=ei yt=ei f=ei ,
i.e., x # PR(ei). Because x # eiR, x # GR(ei).
2. If i # I$f , then ei f=0 and
xt=(ei y)t=ei yt=ei f=0,
i.e., x # N(eiR).
This proves (1.18). The fact that the union here is disjoint follows from the
fact that 0  GR(ei) and that no non-zero nilpotent element is a group
element. K
In [FaM1958] a ring is called divided if it has the identity and if every
element of R is either invertible or nilpotent. Rings which are direct sums
of a finite number of divided subrings are called semidivided in this paper.
Thus we have proved in the previous theorem that every finite ring with
identity is semidivided.
Now we shall investigate more closely the question when an element
x # R or some of its powers belong to a (maximal) subgroup of R. We
know from the definition of k(x) for x # R that xk(x) belongs to a group.
Let x # R belong to an idempotent f, i.e., x # PR( f ). We know from
(1.14) that PR( f )=GR( f )N((1&f ) R), therefore x is a group element if
and only if x # GR( f ) and this is true if and only if x(1&f )=0, i.e. if
xei=0 for every i # I1&f =If $ .
Now let x=x1+ } } } +xn , where if i # If , then xi # GR(ei) and if i # If $ ,
then xi # N(eiR). Since xt=xt1+ } } } +x
t
n , the element x
t belongs to GR( f )
if and only if xti=0 for every i # If $ . Therefore define for y # eiR
&i ( y)={1t
if y # GR(ei),
if y # N(ei R), where t is minimal with yt=0.
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Then by the index of x # R we shall understand the number
&(x)=max[&i (eix); i=1, ..., n].
Theorem 1.14 shows that &(x) is well-defined for every x # R.
The next result is a consequence of the previous considerations:
Theorem 1.15 (FarahatMirsky [FaM1958]). Let x # R. Then xt
belongs to a subgroup of (R, } ) if and only if t&(x).
Corollary 1. For every x # R we have k(x)=&(x).
Proof of the Corollary. Since xk(x) belongs to a group, k(x)&(x). On
the other hand, if x&(x) belongs to a group, then x&(x) appears more than
once in the sequences x, x2, ... which, owing to the definition of k(x),
immediately implies that k(x)&(x). K
If x # GR( f ) for some f # E, then +(x) will denote the order of x in
GR( f ), i.e., +(x) is the least positive integer satisfying x+(x)=f.
If x # R belongs to the idempotent f, then we know (Theorem 1.1) that
[xk, ..., xk+d&1]=[xf, ..., xdf=f ] is a cyclic group and d(x) is the least
positive integer with (xf )d(x)=f. This means that for x # PR( f ) we have
d(x)=+(xf ). Thus if x # GR( f ), then d(x)=+(x)=+(xf ) which together
implies
x&(x)++(xf )=x&(x).
Let
&(i)=max[&(x); x # eiR],
(1.19)
+(i)=l.c.m.[+(x); x # GR(ei)]
for every i=1, ..., n. What are the least positive integers &f , +f for which
x&f # GR( f ) for every x # PR( f ),
x+f =f for every x # GR( f )?
Theorem 1.15 implies that xt # GR( f ) if and only if t&(x), consequently
&f &(i) for every i # If $ , i.e.,
&f=max[&(i); i # If $]. (1.20)
Let x # GR( f ). Then (1.17) implies that x=i # If xi with xi # G
R(ei).
Thus f=x+f=i # If x
+f
i . On the other hand, f=i # If ei and because this
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decomposition is uniquely determined we have x+fi =ei for every i # If .
Consequently, +(x) | +f for every x # i # If G
R(ei), i.e.
+f=l.c.m.[+(i); i # If ]. (1.21)
Numbers +f , f # E, have the following property:
Lemma 1.8. If f # E, then +f | +1 .
Proof. If x # GR( f ), then 1&f+x # GR(1) and x=f (1&f+2) and
x+1=( f (1&f+x))+1=f } 1=f,
that is +f | +1 . K
If we understand the exponent of a finite group to be the least positive
integer % such that for every x # G we have x%=1, the identity of G, then:
Corollary 1. The number +f is the exponent of the group GR( f ).
If analogically to (1.20) and (1.21) we define
&R=max[&f ; f # E]=&0 ,
(1.22)
+R=l.c.m.[+f ; f # E]=+1 ,
then these are the least positive integers such that:
1. x&R is an element of a group for every x # R,
2. x+R is an idempotent for every x # f # E GR( f ).
The previous considerations together give the following generalized
FermatEuler theorems (global and local) which are ‘‘computationally
easier’’ in comparison with the Theorems 1.11 and 1.12, because it reduces
the determination of the values of &(i), +(i) for i=1, ..., n to the knowledge
of the values &f , +f for every f # E. Thus we have:
Theorem 1.16 (Generalized FermatEuler Theorem).
x&f++f=x&f for every x # PR( f ),
(1.23)
x&0++1=x&0 for every x # R.
2. PRINCIPAL IDEAL RINGS
In this section we shall specialize the previous results to commutative
principal ideal rings R with identity which satisfy the condition (FN). Since
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every principal ideal ring is a unique factorization ring, the greatest
common divisor (a, b) of any two elements a, b # R exists and is uniquely
determined up to a unit.
2.1. Residue Class Rings
Let n # R, n{0 be an arbitrary fixed element. Then we shall denote the
finite residue class ring Rn=R(n). The symbol N(n) will denote the
cardinality of R(n) and called the norm of n.
If x # R, then
[x]=[x]n=x+(n)
will denote the residue class modulo the principal ideal (n) containing x. If
x, y # R with x#y (mod n) and d | n, d # R, then (d, x)=(d, y). This
enables us to define (d, [x])=(d, x) uniquely up to a unit.
Let t be a divisor of n. We say that t is a unitary divisor of n if (t, nt)=1.
The unitary divisor d (of n) will be said to be generated by t if both t and
d are divisible by the same set of irreducible elements of R. The unitary
divisor d generated by t will be denoted by d=(t).
Lemma 2.1. If x # R, then
[x]=[ta].
where t=(n, [x]) and [a] # GRn([1]).
Proof. If t=(n, [x]), then [x]=[tb] with (nt, [b])=1. Let d be the
unitary divisor generated by (n, [b]), i.e., d=( (n, [b])). Obviously d | t.
If a=b+nd, then
[ta]=_t \b+nd +&=[tb]+[n] _
t
d&=[tb]=[x].
We claim that (n, b+nd)=1. Let p be an irreducible element of R with
p | n. Then one of the following alternatives holds:
1. p | nd, then p |% d and consequently p |% b, what implies that
p |% b+nd.
2. p |% nd, then p | d and consequently p | b, what implies that
p |% b+nd.
Thus (n, b+nd )=1, i.e. [a] # GRn([1]). K
If t=(n, [x]) we say that the element [x] belongs to the divisor t.
The next theorem generalizes Theorem 2.1 of [Sch1981].
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Theorem 2.1. There exists a one-to-one correspondence between unitary
divisors of n and idempotents of the residue class ring Rn . More precisely,
every idempotent is expressible in the form [ta], where t is a unitary divisor
of n and [a] # GRn([1]) is given by a solution of the congruence
ta#1 \mod nt+ . (2.1)
Proof. Let [ f ]=[ta], [a] # GRn([1]) be an idempotent. Then [ f ]2=
[ f ], i.e., f 2#f (mod n) or
t2a2#ta (mod n),
and consequently
ta#1 \mod nt+ .
Thus (t, nt)=1, i.e., t is a unitary divisor of n.
Conversely, let t be a unitary divisor of n. We show that there is an a
with [a] # GRn([1]) which satisfies (2.1).
Since (t, nt)=1, there exist b, c # R with
bt+c
n
t
=1.
In other words, bt#1 (mod nt) and (b, nt)=1. Since each solution of
(2.1) is expressible in the form
b+
n
t
k, k # R,
the first step is to find a k # R with (b+(nt) k, n)=1. To prove that the
element k=t( (t, b)) satisfies this condition we shall proceed as in the
proof of Lemma 2.1. Let p # R be an irreducible element with p | n. Then
either
p } n( (t, b)) \=
n
t
k+ ; in this case p |% ( (t, b)) ,
consequently p |% b, i.e., p |% b+
n
( (t, b))
,
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or
p |%
n
( (t, b)) \=
n
t
k+ ; in this case p | ( (t, b)) ,
consequently p | b, i.e., p |% b+
n
( (t, b))
.
Thus in both cases
[a]=_b+ n( (t, b))& # GRn([1]),
as required.
It remains to show that if [a], [b] # GRn([1]) with ta#1 (mod(nt))
and tb#1 (mod(nt)), then [ta]=[tb]. However, ta&tb#t(a&b)#0
(mod(nt)) then a#b (mod(nt)), i.e. ta#tb (mod n). K
If [ f ]=[ta], [a] # GRn([1]) is an idempotent, then we say that [ f ] is
the idempotent belonging to the (unitary) divisor t.
Suppose that
n=apu11 p
u2
2 } } } p
ur
r ,
where a is a unit and p1 , ..., pr are irreducible nonassociated elements of R
and u1 , ..., ur are positive integers.
For a divisor t of n define
Jt=[ j # [1, 2, ..., r]; pj | t].
The number of unitary divisors of n is 2r and every of them is of the form
t= `
j # Jt
pujj .
Plainly, [0] is the idempotent belonging to the divisor t=n and [1] is the
idempotent belonging to the divisor t=1. It can be easily verified that
idempotent [ei] belonging to the divisor
ni=
n
puii
= `
r
j=1
j{i
pujj
is primitive for every i=1, ..., r.
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Some other properties of idempotents are collected in the next result:
Lemma 2.2. Let [e] and [ f ] be idempotents of Rn belonging to the
unitary divisors t and s of n. Then
(i) I[e]=Jnt .
(ii) [e] 7 [ f ]=[e][ f ] is the idempotent belonging to the unitary
divisor d=l.c.m.(t, s) and Jd=Jt _ Js .
(iii) [e] 6 [ f ] is the idempotent belonging to the divisor d=(t, s) and
Jd=Jt & Js .
(iv) [e]$ is the idempotent belonging to the unitary divisor d=nt and
Jd=[1, ..., r]"Jt .
Proof. We only prove the part (i); the remaining parts are then its
consequences.
Let [e] be the idempotent belonging to the divisor t. Then i # J[e] if and
only if [ei e]=[ei], i.e., if [ei e]{[0]. On the other hand, [eie]=[0] if
and only if pi | t. Thus Jt=I[e]$ or Jnt=I[e] . K
Lemma 2.1 implies the decomposition of the residue class ring Rn :
Theorem 2.2.
Rn= .
t | n
[t] GRn([1]) (2.2)
and this union is disjoint.
For the maximal semigroup PRn([ f ]) we have:
Theorem 2.3. Let [ f ] # Rn be the idempotent belonging to the unitary
divisor d of n. Then
PRn([ f ])= .
(t) =d
t | d
[t] GRn([1]). (2.3)
Proof. Let [x] # Rn belong to the divisor t=>j # Jt p
vj
j , where
1vjuj , j # Jt . Then
(t)=d= `
j # Jt
pujj
and let
_=max
j # Jt 
uj
vj | ,
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where WwX denotes the upper integer function, i.e. the least integer z with
wz. Since [ f ]=[da], [a] # GRn([1]) is the idempotent belonging to the
unitary divisor d, then
[x]_=[db]=[da][a]&1 [b]=[ f ]([a]&1 [b]).
If, moreover, { is the order of the group GRn([1]), then [x]_{=[ f ], i.e.,
[x] belongs to the idempotent [ f ].
[x] # PRn([ f ]).
In the opposite direction, let [x] # PRn([ f ]) with [x]=[ty], [ y] #
GRn([1]). This means that there exists a positive integer l with [x]l=[ f ], i.e.,
[da]=[ f ]=[x] l=[t]l [ y] l,
and thus t generates the unitary divisor d. K
For the maximal group belonging to the idempotent [ f ]=[da] of the
ring R we get from (1.11):
Theorem 2.4. Let [ f ] # Rn be the idempotent belonging to the unitary
divisor d of n. Then
GRn([ f ])=[d] GRn([1]). (2.4)
Our next aim is to find a more explicit expression for &i ([x]) for
[x] # [ei] Rn .
Let [ei] be primitive idempotent belonging to the unitary divisor ni and
let [x] # [ei] Rn , i.e. [x]=[eiy] with [ y] # Rn . Let [ y]=[da], where
d=(n, [ y]) and [a] # GRn([1]). Plainly, [x] is nilpotent if and only if
pi | d. Let vi be the highest power of pi dividing d. Suppose that vi>0. Then
[x]%=[0] if and only if puii | d
% which in turns gives that %Wui vi X.
Therefore &i ([x])=Wuivi X provided pi | d, and &i ([x])=1 otherwise. This
together implies:
Theorem 2.5 (FarahatMirsky [FaM1958]). Let [x] # Rn be an
element belonging to the divisor d=>j # Jd p
vj
j , where 1vjuj for every
j # Jd . Then
&([x])={1max j # Jd Wuj vjX
if d=1 (Jd=<),
otherwise.
(2.5)
These results enable us to determine explicitly the values of
&(i)=max[&([x]); [x] # [ei] Rn].
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If [x] # [ei] Rn , then [x]=[eiy]=[ni][ pvii ][a] with 0viui and
[a] # GRn([1]). Thus
&(i)=max[&([x]); [x] # [ei] Rn]
=max {uivi| ; vi=1, ..., ui ==ui .
Let [ f ] # Rn be the idempotent belonging to the divisor d. Then the
definition (1.20) and If $=Jd yield
&[ f ]= max
i # I[ f ]$
&(i)= max
i # I[ f ]$
ui=max
j # Jd
uj . (2.6)
Especially, for [ f ]=[0] we get
&[0]= max
i # [1, ..., r]
&(i)=&Rn . (2.7)
For the next result we shall need the following function connected with
the factorization into irreducible elements. If m=qw11 } } } q
ws
s is the decom-
position of an element into irreducible nonassociated elements in a unique
factorization ring S, then define
HS(m)=max[wi ; i # [1, ..., s]].
Consequently, if [ f ] # Rn is the idempotent belonging to the divisor d and
R is a unique factorization ring, then
&[ f ]=HR(d )
and
&[0]=&Rn=H
R(n)
and the following results are true:
Theorem 2.6. Let [ f ] be the idempotent in Rn belonging to the unitary
divisor d of n. Then
(i) The element [x]HR(d ) belongs to GRn([ f ]) for every [x] #
PRn([ f ]).
(ii) The element [x]HR(n) belongs to a group for every [x] # Rn .
The numbers H R(d ) and H R(n) are the least positive integers possessing
these properties.
The previous results determine the values of the function &; the next
results are useful for determination of the values +.
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Theorem 2.7. Let [ f ]=[ f ]n # Rn be the idempotent belonging to the
unitary divisor t of n. Then the finite commutative rings Rnt and [ f ]n Rn
with identities [1]nt , [ f ]n , respectively are isomorphic.
Proof. Let [ f ]n be the idempotent belonging to the divisor t. The set
[ f ]n Rn forms a finite commutative ring with identity [ f ]n . Define the
map %: Rnt  [ f ]n Rn as follows
%([x]nt)=[ f ]n [x]n=[ fx]n .
To show that the map % is well defined take x, y with [x]nt=[ y]nt .
Then x#y (mod nt) and multiplication of this congruence by f gives
fx#fy (mod n), i.e., [ fx]n=[ fy]n .
The next property to prove is the injectivity of %. If [ fx]n=[ fy]n , then
[x]nt=[ y]nt , and % is really injective. The surjectivity is also easy to
prove for [ fx]n=%([x]nt).
It remains to prove that % is a ring homomorphism. Given [x]nt ,
[ y]nt # Rnt , we have
%([x]nt+[ y]nt)=[ f ]n ([x]n+[ y]n)=[ fx]n+[ fy]n
=%([x]nt)+%([ y]nt),
%([x]nt } [ y]nt)=[ f ]n ([x]n } [ y]n)=[ f ]n [ f ]n [x]n [ y]n
=[ fx]n [ fy]n=%([x]nt) } %([ y]nt).
Moreover, %([1]nt)=[ f ]n [1]n=[ f ]n , i.e. the unity is mapped onto the
unity. K
Corollary 1. Let [ f ]=[ f ]n # Rn be the idempotent belonging to the
unitary divisor t of n. Then the unit groups GRnt([1]nt) and G[ f ]n Rn([ f ]n)
are isomorphic.
The proof of this corollary follows from the next lemma and
Theorem 1.4.
Lemma 2.3. Let R, S be commutative rings with identities 1R and 1S ,
respectively. Let %: R  S be a ring isomorphism with %(1R)=1S . Then the
contraction % | GR(1R) is a group isomorphism of the unit groups GR(1R)
and GS(1S).
Proof. Given x # GR(1R), there exists its multiplicative inverse x&1 #
GR(1R) and
1S=%(1R)=%(xx&1)=%(x) %(x&1).
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Consequently %(x) # GS(1S), i.e., the map % | GR(1R) is into the group
GS(1S). Since % is a ring isomorphism, % | GR(1R) is an infective group
homomorphism of GR(1R) into GS(1S). It remains to prove that it is also
surjective. If y # GS(1S) there exists an y&1 # GS(1S) and a, b # R with
%(a)=y and %(b)=y&1. Then
%(1R)=1S=yy&1=%(a) %(b)=%(ab).
The injectivity of % implies that ab=1R and thus a, b # GR(1R), i.e.,
% | GR(1R) is surjective. K
Corollary 2. If [ei], i=1, ..., r, are the primitive idempotents of Rn , then
GRn([ei]n)&GRpi
ui ([1]piui).
The final determination of the values +(i), +[ f ] , and +Rn=+[1] is thus
reduced to detailed knowledge of the structure of groups GRpu([1]pu), where
p is an arbitrary irreducible element of R and u>0.
2.2. The Ring Zn
Let Z be the ring of integers and n # Z, n{0, then the results of the pre-
vious Section 2.1 and the part 1 can be applied to the finite ring Zn=Z(n).
In this case N(n)=n.
Let n=pu11 } } } p
ur
r , where pi are distinct primes and ui>0, i=1, ..., r. Let
[ f ] # Zn be the idempotent belonging to the unitary divisor d of n. We
showed in the previous section that
&[ f ]=max
j # Jd
uj=H(d ),
(2.8)
&Zn=&[0]= max
j # [1, ..., r]
uj=H(n).
A well known result (see e.g. [Cro1983] or [Has1950]) says (here and
in the theorems of this type we mean by Zn the additive group of Zn):
Theorem 2.8. If p is a prime number in Z and u>0. then
G Zpu([1]pu)&{
Z1
Z2
Z2_Z2u&2
Zpu&pu&1
if p=2, u=1,
if p=2, u=2,
if p=2, u>2,
if p>2.
This theorem enables us first to determine the values +(i) and then also
the values +[ f ] , +Zn .
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It is known that the exponent of the unit group GZm([1]m), where m # Z,
m{0, is given by the Carmichael function * defined by
*(m)={
1
2u&2
.(m)
l.c.m.[*( puii ); i=1, ..., r]
if m=1,
if m=2u, u>2,
if m=2, 4, or pu for odd prime p,
if m=pu11 } } } p
ur
r ,
where . is the Euler function. Thus we get:
Theorem 2.9. For every j=1, ..., r,
+( j)=*( pujj )={
1
2
2uj&2
pujj &p
uj&1
j
if pj=2, uj=1,
if pj=2, uj=2,
if pj=2, uj>2,
if pj>2.
If [ f ] # Zn is the idempotent belonging to the divisor d of n, then (1.21)
and (1.22) yield
+[ f ]=l.c.m.[+(i); i # I[ f ]]=l.c.m.[+ ( j); j # Jnd]=* \nd + , (2.9)
+Zn=+[1]=l.c.m.[+
( j); j # [1, ..., r]]=*(n).
We thus arrive at our starting result previously proved by Schwarz:
Theorem 2.10 (Schwarz [Sch1981]). Let [ f ] be the idempotent of the
ring Zn belonging to the unitary divisor d of n. Then
[x]H(d )+*(nd )=[x]H(d ) for every [x] # PZn([ f ]),
[x]H(n)+*(n)=[x]H(n) for every [x] # Zn .
The numbers H(d), H(n) and *(nd ), *(n) are the least positive integers for
which equalities hold.
2.3. Gaussian Integers
Let G=[a+bi; a, b # Z] be the ring of Gaussian integers. If ’ # G, ’{0,
then the residue class ring Gn=G(’) is finite and its cardinality equals
N(’)=’’ , where ’ denotes the complex conjugate of ’. Since G is a
Euclidean ring, it is a unique factorization ring and thus G allows a unique
factorization
’=};u11 } } } ;
ur
r (2.10)
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into irreducible non-associated elements ;j , j=1, ..., r, for every ’ # G,
where } is a unit. Thus we can use all the results of Section 2.1 and part 1.
We saw that to the determination of the values +( j) we need the knowledge
of the structure of the unit group GG;u([1];u) of the ring G;u , where ; is
irreducible element of G and u>0.
The characterization of the irreducible elements of G is a well-known
result (see, e.g., [Cro1983]):
Lemma 2.4. A ; # G is irreducible if and only if one of the following
conditions is satisfied:
1. ;=?, where ?? =q and q is a rational prime such that q#1
(mod 4),
2. ;=p, where p is a rational prime with p#3 (mod 4),
3. ;=1+i.
The structure of the unit group GG;u([1]; +) for every of these three types
of irreducible elements of G is given in the next theorem:
Theorem 2.11 (Cross [Cro1983]). Let ; be an irreducible element of G
and u # N, u>0. Then
Zqu&qu&1 if ;=?, q=?? , q#1 (mod 4), q a prime,
Zpu&1_Zpu&1_Zp2&1 if ;=p, p#3 (mod 4), p a prime,
Z1 if ;=1+i, u=1,
GG;u([1];u)&{Z2 if ;=1+i, u=2,Z4 if ;=1+i, u=3,Z2_Z4 if ;=1+i, u=4,Z2v&1_Z2v&2_Z4 if ;=1+i, u=2v, v3,
Z2v&1_Z2v&1_Z4 if ;=1+i, u=2v+1, v2.
Now it is easy to write down the basic relations for the analogue of the
Carmichael function for Gaussian integers, which are in our notation
expressed through the values +( j), j=1, ..., r. We have:
Theorem 2.12. For every j=1, ..., r,
quj&quj&1 if ;j=?, q=?? , q#1 (mod 4), q a rational prime,
puj&1( p2&1) if ;j=p, p#3 (mod 4), p a rational prime,
+( j)={1 if ;j=1+i, uj=1,2 if ;j=1+i, uj=2,4 if ;j=1+i, uj=3, 4, 5,
2v&1 if ;j=1+i, uj=2v or uj=2v+1, v3.
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Proof. To the proof note that if the unit group GG;juj ([1];juj) is
isomorphic with the additive group Zm , then +( j)=m and if it is
isomorphic with the product of additive groups Zm1_Zm2 , then +
( j)=
l.c.m.(m1 , m2). K
Let [=] # G’ be the idempotent belonging to the unitary divisor { of ’.
Then according to the relations (1.21) and (1.22) we have:
+[=]=l.c.m.[+( j); j # I[=]]=l.c.m.[+( j); j # J’{],
+G’=+[1]=l.c.m.[+
( j); j # [1, ..., r]].
And the generalization of the FermatEuler theorem for Gaussian
integers follows:
Theorem 2.13 (Generalized FermatEuler Theorem for Gaussian
Integers). Let [=] be the idempotent of the ring G’ belonging to the unitary
divisor {. Then
[x]HG({)++[=]=[x]HG(d ) for every [x] # PG’([=]),
[x]HG(’)++[1]=[x]HG(’) for every [x] # G’ .
The numbers H G({), H G(’) and +[=] , +[=] are the least positive integers for
which these identities are true.
3. DEDEKIND RINGS
Integral ring R with identity is called the Dedekind ring, if its every
proper (distinct from (0) and R) ideal I is a finite product of prime ideals.
The other most used characterization of Dedekind rings is in the next
lemma:
Lemma 3.1. Let R be an integral ring with identity. Then R is a
Dedekind ring if and only if it satisfies the following conditions:
1. R is Noetherian, i.e., every one of its ideals is of a finite type,
2. every proper prime ideal is maximal,
3. R is integrally closed.
For our later applications the most important properties of Dedekind
rings are:
Lemma 3.2. A residue class ring RI of a Dedekind ring R with respect
to the ideal I is again a Dedekind ring.
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Lemma 3.3. Every proper ideal I of a Dedekind ring R may be uniquely
(up to the order of the factors) expressed in the form
I=Pu11 } } } P
ur
r , (3.1)
where P1 , ..., Pr are distinct prime ideals of R and ui>0, i=1, ..., r.
Similarly to the previous section we can define the function H on proper
ideals of a Dedekind ring R
HR(I)=max[ui ; i # [1, ..., r]]
if (3.1) is the decomposition of I into the product of prime ideals. This
function is obviously an extension of the function H defined in the previous
part. Plainly, if R is a unique factorization ring, then it is also Dedekind
and for m # R we have
HS(m)=HS((m)).
As usual, we say that an ideal U divides an ideal B if there exists an ideal
C with B=AC. We express this by the usual notation A | B. It is a routine
exercise to show that A | B if and only if A#B.
The greatest common divisor (A, B) of two ideals A and B is the ideal
A+B=[a+b; a # A, b # B] as the least (with respect to the set inclusion)
ideal containing both ideals A and B. The ideals A and B are coprime if
(1)=R is their gcd.
If x, y # R and A is an ideal in R, then we write x#y (mod A) provided
x&y # A.
Lemma 3.4 (Chinese Remainder Theorem). Let R be a Dedekind ring.
Then given a finite number of coprime ideals I1 , ..., In and elements
x1 , ..., xn # R, the system of congruences x#xi (mod Ii), i=1, ..., n, admits a
common solution x # R.
3.1. Residue Class Rings of Dedekind Rings
We shall tacitly suppose that all Dedekind rings R under consideration
satisfy the following condition
(FN) For every non-zero ideal I/R the residue class ring RI is finite.
Let I be a non-zero ideal of R. We shall denote the residue class ring
RI by RI and its elements by [x]=[x] I=x+I for x # R. The norm
N(I) of an ideal I is defined as the cardinality of the residue class ring RI .
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First of all we have to transfer some notions of part 2 to the Dedekind
rings setting. Therefore, we define the relation t on the ring RI as follows:
[x]t[ y]  ((x), I)=(( y), I), (3.2)
where ((x), I) stands for the gcd of ideals (x) and I. The relation t is well
defined, because the ideal ((x), I) does not depend on the choice of the
representative of the class [x]. Clearly, t is a equivalence relation on RI .
If [x] # RI and T=((x), I), then we say that [x] belongs to the divisor
T of I. The set of all classes [x] which belong to the divisor T of I will
be denoted by [T]t . These sets [T]t , where the ideal T is a divisor of
the ideal I, are actually equivalence classes of the factor set RI t. This
proves the next result analogical to Theorem 2.2:
Theorem 3.1. We have that
RI= .
T | I
[T]t (3.3)
and this union is disjoint.
The unit group GRI([1]) of the ring RI is formed by those elements [x]
which belong to the divisor (1)=R, i.e., GRI([1])=[(1)]t .
In our discussion in part 2 the notion of a unitary divisor played an
important role. We extend this notion in the following way. Let an ideal T
divide the ideal I. Then the ideal T is called the unitary divisor of I, if
(T, IT)=(1). Moreover, an ideal D is called the unitary divisor generated
by the divisor T of I provided that D is a unitary divisor of the ideal I and
that D is divisible by exactly the same prime ideals of the ring R as the
ideal T. We shall denote it by D=(I).
If (3.1) is the factorization of an ideal I into distinct prime ideals
P1 , ..., Pr , ui>0, i=1, ..., r, then given a divisor T of the ideal I, define
JT=[i # [1, ..., r]; Pi | T].
In the next lines we shall clarify the question about the relation between
unitary divisors of the ideal I and idempotents of the residue class ring RI .
According to the definition of idempotents an element [x] # RI is an
idempotent if [x]2=[x], i.e., x2#x (mod I). This congruence is equiv-
alent to the system of congruences
x(x&1)#0 (mod Puii ), i=1, ..., r.
Since the elements x, x&1 are coprime ((x)+(x&1)=(1)), we have either
x#0 (mod Puii ) or x#1 (mod Puii ) for every i # [1, ..., r]. This implies that
[x] belongs to a divisor which is unitary.
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On the other hand, let an ideal D be a unitary divisor of I and consider
the following system of congruences:
x#0 (mod Puii ) for i # JD ,
(3.4)
x#1 (mod Puii ) for i # [1, ..., r]"JD .
The Chinese Remainder Theorem 3.4 shows that this system is solvable
in R. Moreover, if y, z # R are solutions of this system, then [ y]=[z]. It
can be easily shown that if y # R is a solution of the system (3.4), then [ y]
is an idempotent of the ring RI . Thus we have proved:
Theorem 3.2. There exists a one-to-one correspondence between unitary
divisors of the ideal I and idempotents of the residue class ring RI . More
precisely, every idempotent in RI is a solution of the congruence system
(3.4), where D is a unitary divisor of the ideal I.
If an idempotent [ f] # RI solves the system (3.4), where the ideal D is
a unitary divisor of the ideal I, then we again say that [ f ] is the idem-
potent belonging to the (unitary) divisor D.
This implies, among others things, that we again have 2r idempotents in
the ring RI . Similarly, primitive idempotent [ei], for every i=1, ..., r, is the
idempotent belonging to the unitary divisor
Ii=
I
Puii
= `
r
j=1
j{i
Pujj .
We leave for the reader the proof of the next result analogous to
Lemma 2.2:
Lemma 3.5. Let [e] and [ f ] be two idempotents of the ring RI belonging
to the unitary divisors T and S of I. Then
(i) I[e]=JIT
(ii) [e] 7 [ f ] is the idempotent belonging to the unitary divisor
D=l.c.m.(T, S) and JD =JT _ JS .
(iii) [e] 6 [ f ] is the idempotent belonging to the unitary divisor
D=(T, S) and JD =JT & JS .
(iv) [e]$ is the idempotent belonging to the unitary divisor D=IT
and JD=[1, ..., r]"JT .
The analogue of Theorem 2.3 is:
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Theorem 3.3. If [ f ] # RI is the idempotent belonging to the unitary
divisor D of I, then
PRI([ f ])= .
(T) =D
T | D
[T]t . (3.5)
Proof. Let [x] # PRI([ f ]) and let [x] belong to the divisor T. Then
[x]t=[ f ] for some t>0, consequently, [x]t belongs to the divisor
((xt), I)=((x)t, I)=D. Thus a prime ideal P | T if and only if P | D, i.e.,
T | D and (T) =D.
On the other hand, let [x] # RI belong to a divisor T, where T | D
and (T) =D. Then there exists a t>0 such that ((x)d, I)=D for every
dt. This implies that [x] belongs to the idempotent [ f ], i.e., [x] #
PRI([ f ]). K
The next two theorems are completely analogical to Theorems 2.5 and 2.6
of Section 2.
Theorem 3.4. Let [x] # RI belong to a divisor T=>j # JT P
vj
j , where
1vjuj for every j # JT . Then
&([x])={1max j # JT WujvjX
if T=1 (J T =<)
otherwise.
(3.6)
This theorem in turn implies that
&(i)=ui .
If [ f ] is the idempotent belonging to the divisor D of I, then
&[ f ]=max
j # JD
uj=HR(D); (3.7)
in the case [ f ]=[0] we get
&[0]= max
j # [1, ..., r]
uj=&RI =H
R(I). (3.8)
Theorem 3.5. Let [ f ] be the idempotent of the ring RI belonging to the
unitary divisor D of I. Then
(i) The element [x] HR(D ) belongs to GRI([ f ]) for every [x] #
PRI([ f ]).
(ii) The element [x]HR( I ) belongs to a group for every [x] # RI .
The numbers HR(D) and HR(I) are the least positive integers possessing
these properties.
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Theorem 2.7 can also be generalized for Dedekind rings:
Theorem 3.6. Let [ f ] # RI be the idempotent belonging to the unitary
divisor D of I. Then the finite commutative rings RID and [ f ]I R I with
identities [1] ID and [ f ] I are isomorphic.
Corollary 1. Let [ f] # RI be the idempotent belonging to the unitary
divisor D of I. Then the unit groups GRI D ([1]ID ) and G[ f ]I RI([ f ] I ) are
isomorphic.
Theorem 1.4 implies:
Corollary 2. If [ei], i=1, ..., r, are primitive idempotents of RI , then
GRI([ei] I )&GRPi
ui
([1] P i
ui).
And again as at the end of Section 2.1 we see that for the determination
of the values +(i), +[ f ] , and +RI =+[1] the information about the structure
of the groups GRPu([1]Pu), where P is the prime ideal of the ring R and
u>0, is necessary.
3.2. Prime Ideals in Field Extensions
Other fundamental property of Dedekind rings says:
Lemma 3.6. Let R be a Dedekind ring of characteristic 0 and K its field
of fractions. Let L be an extension of finite degree of K and S the integral
closure of R in L. Then S is a Dedekind ring and an R-module of finite type.
Let p be a non-zero prime ideal of R. Then pS is an ideal of S and it has
here a factorization
pS= `
r
i=1
Peii , (3.9)
where ei>0, i=1, ..., r. The ideals Pi are just those prime ideals of the ring
S for which Pi #pS. The exponent ei (i=1, ..., r) is called the ramification
index of Pi over p.
Residue class rings SPi and Rp are in fact fields (Lemma 3.1 prime
ideals Pi , p are maximal) and SPi can be regarded as finite dimensional
vector space over Rp. The dimension fi is called the residual degree of Pi
over R, i=1, ..., r.
Lemma 3.7. With the preceding notations we have
:
r
i=1
ei fi=[SpS : Rp]=n.
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In the case of algebraic number fields as finite extensions of Q, in the
field of rational numbers we can take R=Z and K=Q and apply the
previous results.
If L is a finite extension of Q, then L=Q(:), where (the so-called
primitive element) : # L. We shall use the abbreviation S=S Q(:) for the
ring of integers of the field Q(:). This ring is Dedekind and satisfies the
condition (FN).
Note that if P is a prime ideal of S containing the ideal ( p), with
rational prime p and f the residual degree of P over Z, then N(P)=p f (see
e.g. [Nar1974]).
3.3. Quadratic Fields
Let L=Q(- m), where m is a squarefree rational integer be a quadratic
number field. Then
S=S Q(- m)=[a+b|; a, b # Z],
where |=- m, if m#2, 3 (mod 4) or |=(1+- m)2, if m#1 (mod 4).
Let P be a prime ideal of the ring S containing the ideal ( p)=pS, where
p is a rational prime. Let e and f be the ramification index and residual
degree, respectively, of the prime ideal P. Then Lemma 3.7 shows that
three cases are possible:
(i) e=2, f=1, then P2=( p) and we express this situation by
saying that the prime ideal P is ambiguous of the first degree. In this case
the norm of the ideal P is p, and the prime p ramifies in S.
(ii) e=1, f=1, then there exists a prime ideal Q{P with PQ=( p).
We say that the prime ideal P is unambiguous of the first degree. In this
case the norm of the ideal P is p, and the prime p splits in S.
(iii) e=1, f=2, then P=( p). We say that the prime ideal P is of the
second degree. In this case the norm of P is p2, and the prime p remains
prime in S.
The next theorem characterizes the prime ideals of S:
Theorem 3.7. Let L=Q(- m) be a quadratic field, where m # Z is
squarefree. Let P be a prime ideal of S containing the ideal ( p), where p # Z
is a prime. Then
(i) The prime ideal P is ambiguous of the first degree if and only if
p>2 and p | m or p=2 and m#2, 3 (mod 4).
(ii) The prime ideal P is unambiguous of the first degree if and only
if p>2 and m is the quadratic residue modulo p or p=2 and m#1 (mod 8).
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(iii) The prime ideal P is of the second degree if and only if p>2 and
m is a quadratic non-residue modulo p or p=2 and m#5 (mod 8).
The complete characterization of the unit groups GSPu([1] Pu) of the ring
SPu , where P is a prime ideal of S, u>0, is given in [Ran1910] or
[HaK1972]:
Theorem 3.8. Let P be a prime ideal of the ring S containing the ideal
( p), where p is a rational prime. Then
(i) If the prime ideal P is ambiguous of the first degree, then
(a) for p>2,
Zp&1_Zpv_Zpw&1
if p>3, p | m or p=3, m#3 (mod 9),
GSPu([1])&{Z2 if p=3, m#&3 (mod 9), u=1,Z2_Z3_Z3v&1_Z3w&1
if p=3, m#&3 (mod 9), u>1;
(b) for p=2,
Z1 if m#2, 3 (mod 4), u=1,
Z2 if m#2 (mod 4), u=2,
Z4 if m#2 (mod 4), u=3,
GSPu([1])&
Z2_ZZv_Z2w&2 if m#2 (mod 4), u4,
Z2v&1_Z2w if m#3 (mod 8), u=2, 3, 4,
Z2_Z2v&1_Z2w&1 if m#3 (mod 8), u>4,
Z2 if m#7 (mod 8), u=2,
Z4_Z2v&1_Z2w&2 if m#7 (mod 8), u>2,
where v=wu2x , w=w(u+1)2x (here wwx is the lower integer part of w,
i.e., the largest rational integer z with zw).
(ii) If the prime ideal P is unambiguous of the first degree, then
Zp&1_Zpu&1 if p>2, m is a quadratic
residue modulo p,
GSPu([1])&{Z1 if p=2, m#1 (mod 8), u=1,Z2 if p=2, m#1 (mod 8), u=2,
Z2_Z2u&2 if p=2, m#1 (mod 8), u>2.
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(iii) If the prime ideal P is of the second degree, then
Zp2&1_Zpu&1_Zpu&1 if p>2, m is a quadratic
GSPu([1])&{ non-residue modulo p,Z3 if p=2, m#5 (mod 8), u=1,Z2_Z3_Z2u&2_Z2u&1 if p=2, m#5 (mod 8), u>1.
Let (3.1) be factorization of a proper ideal I of the ring S with Pi
distinct prime ideals and ui>0, i=1, ..., r. Then the previous theorem
implies the required values of +(i) (i=1, ..., r).
Theorem 3.9. Let Pi be a prime ideal containing the ideal ( pi)=pi S,
where pi # Z is a rational prime. Then
(i) If the prime ideal Pi is ambiguous of the first degree, then
(a) for pi>2
( pi&1) pvii if pi>3, pi | m or pi=3, m#3 (mod 9),
+(i)={2 if pi=3, m#&3 (mod 9), ui=1,6 if pi=3, m#&3 (mod 9), ui=2,2 } 3wi&1 if pi=3, m#&3 (mod 9), ui>2;
(b) for pi=2
1 if m#2, 3 (mod 4), ui=1,
2 if m#2 (mod 4), ui=2,
4 if m#2 (mod 4), ui=3,
+(i)=
2vi if m#2 (mod 4), ui>3,
2 if m#3 (mod 4), ui=2,
4 if m#3 (mod 4), ui=3, 4, 5,
2wi&1 if m#3 (mod 8), ui>5,
2vi&1 if m#7 (mod 8), ui>5,
where vi=wui 2x , wi=w(ui+1)2x.
(ii) If the prime ideal Pi is unambiguous of the first degree, then
( pi&1) pui&1i if pi>2, m is a quadratic residue modulo pi ,
+(i)={1 if pi=2, m#1 (mod 8), ui=1,2 if pi=2, m#1 (mod 8), ui=2,2ui&2 if pi=2, m#1 (mod 8), ui>2.
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(iii) If the prime ideal Pi is of the second degree, then
+(i)={( p
2
i &1) p
ui&1
i
3 } 2ui&1
if pi>2, m is a quadratic non-residue modulo pi ,
if pi=2, m#5 (mod 8).
Let [=] # SI be the idempotent belonging to the divisor D of I. Then
Theorem 3.9 and relations (1.21) and (1.22) yield
+[=]=l.c.m.[+( j); j # JID ],
(3.10)
+SI =+[1]=l.c.m.[+
( j); j # [1, ..., r]]
and the generalized FermatEuler theorem for residue class ring SI of
quadratic number field becomes the form:
Theorem 3.10. Let [=] be the idempotent of the ring SI belonging to the
unitary divisor D of I. Then
[x]HS(D )++[=]=[x]HS(D ) for every [x] # PSI([=]),
[x] HS(I )++[1]=[x]HS( I ) for every [x] # SI ,
where the numbers +[=] , +[1] are defined by (3.10). Moreover, the numbers
HS(D), HS(I) and +[=] , +[1] are the least positive integers for which these
identities hold.
Note that Theorem 2.13 is a special case of Theorem 3.10 with m=&1.
4. NUMBER FIELDS
Let L=Q(:) be a number field of degree n and S=S Q(:) the ring of
algebraic integers of L. Let P be a prime ideal of S containing the ideal
( p)=pS with p # Z a rational prime, i.e., P appears in the factorization of
the ideal ( p) into a product of prime ideals. If e is the ramification index
of the prime ideal P over ( p) and f is the residual degree of P over Z, then
according to [Nak1979] we have for every u>0:
GSPu([1])&Zp f&1_ `

t=1
Zpt_ } } } _Zpt
bu(t)
, (4.11)
where the coefficients bu(t) are also determined in the paper [Nak1979].
Let (3.1) be the factorization of the proper ideal I of the ring S. Let the
prime ideal P i contain the ideal ( pi), where pi # Z is a rational prime, and
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let fi be the residual degree of Pi over ( pi) for i=1, ..., r. Then (4.11)
implies the next result:
Theorem 4.1. If ti is the largest positive integer with bui (ti)>0, then
+(i)=( p fii &1) p
ti
i .
The order of the unit group GSPi
ui
([1]) is [Nar1974]
N(Pi)ui&1 (N(P i)&1)=p fi (ui&1)i ( p
fi
i &1).
Since the exponent of a group is a divisor of its order,
tifi (ui&1).
Let [=] # SI be the idempotent belonging to the divisor D of the ideal
I. Then Theorem 4.1 and relations (1.21), (1.22) give
+[=]=l.c.m.[+( j); j # JID ],
(4.12)
+SI =+[1]=l.c.m.[+
( j); j # [1, ..., r]]
and the generalized FermatEuler theorem for residue class ring S I states:
Theorem 4.2. Let [=] be the idempotent of the ring S I belonging to the
unitary divisor D of I. Then
[x]HS(D )++[=]=[x]HS(D ) for every [x] # PSI([=]),
[x] HS(I )++[1]=[x]HS( I ) for every [x] # SI ,
where the numbers +[=] , +[1] are given by (4.12). Moreover, the numbers
HS(D), HS(I) and +[=] , +[1] are the least positive integers for which these
identities are true.
As the final application take a prime ideal P of the ring S containing
the ideal ( p)=pS, where p is a rational prime. Let f be the residual degree
of P over ( p). The unit group GSP([1]) of the residue class ring SP is
cyclic and its order equals N(P)&1=p f&1. Since HS(P)=1 and the
exponent of a cyclic group equals its order, we have
[x] p f=[x]
for every [x] # SP what coincides with the Galois extension of the
FermatEuler theorem mentioned in the introduction.
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